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HENRY'S GENERAL STORE

by HENRY RATZ

For consideration of long-time distinguished devotion and tireless
service to our cause, the outgoing president, Chuck LaBlonde has
been elected by the board to be honored with a life membership
of our Society . Chuck will henceforth carry a big #10 on the back
of all his garments . Well deserved and congratulations!

Alert members of our ranks will quickly ask what happened to
life membership #9. Well, I'll tell you: Another board, quite a few
moons ago, bestowed that same honor to Mrs . E .J . Rawnsley, the
long-time editor of the Newsletter of the Helvetia Philatelic Society
(our British sister society) . A belated 'Jolly Good!' ; the news went
around the world but never found its way into Tell.

§ Sticking with more happy news, I am delighted to announce that
my call for a new Slide Chairman was answered by Richard Blaney.
He introduced himself with such a nice letter that I would not miss
to share a portion of it with you:

" . . .As one who has used several of the programs at the Winthrop Stamp Club
meetings (the local club that I belong to), I feel it is important that our
Society continue to make them available, along with developing new programs.
I know from personal experience that the Swiss collector and non-Swiss
collector alike enjoy them.

"I hope that I'll be able to serve the Society in this small manner as a small
pay-back for the wealth of knowledge I have gained from both "Tell" and
members that I have corresponded with and the friendships that have
developed. . ."

Boy, does that feel good! I am sure that Editor Steve will be
equally delighted . Thank you, Dick, and welcome to the team.
And to the rest of you, remember that we have several outstanding
slide programs available for you . Many people deserve credit for
putting them together both visually and aurally, not the least our
outgoing Chairman Howard Bauman . With much appreciation!

§ And our new Auction Manager, Vinal Grim, is in place and
ready to deal . Bill Lucas will polish off auction #82 and Vinal will
start with auction #83 . He will also publish a set of ground rules
to make our auctions a viable source for everyone . Nobody says
that these auctions have to generate floods of cash for the Society,
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but we cannot afford to lose money or frustrate the manager with
wheel spinning . There is simply too much work at stake and the
printing space is not cheap either . So please, don't use these
auctions as a dumping ground for your stamp dogs . No junk please,
no fakes, no damaged nor repaired items, no smeared cancels, no
non-philatelic memorabilia, etc . If you have material of that sort
and want to find out if someone is willing to liberate you of such,
you always have the mini-ad avenue available or, in some cases, the
sales circuit books where people can fondle the stuff before they
buy. What we want to auction off for you should be clean and
sound and have a certain minimum value to make the transaction
worthwhile to everyone involved . Once it gets to the bidder, it has
to stick; at today's postal rates for insured mail, we simply cannot
afford shuffling items around several times . Also, as a little hint,
our coffers are never too full to refuse a good stamp or cover as a
donation in any of the auctions.

§ For those who plan to travel to Switzerland this year, there is
going to be an important international stamp show in Zürich-
Oerlikon between October 19 and 22, 1989 . Called Ad Astra 89, it
will be devoted to Aero/Astro Philately.

§ For those of you who
need to study Swiss towns
and villages (and even ter-
rain or roads) as it was 150
years ago, the Swiss Federal
Institute of Topography has
reprinted, monochromati-
cally, the first detail
topographic map of Switzerland
established between 1842
and 1864 under the super-
vision of General Dufour,
hence the name
Dufourmap. The scale is
1:100,000 in 25 sheets of
81x58.5 cm which come
either folded or rolled in a
tube. The cost is sFr . 30.
per sheet or sFr . 350 for
the whole set . Order from:
Office Fédéral de Topogra-
phie, Seftigenstrasse 264,
CH-3084 Wabern . [For
those who need to know
about where things are today, this same office publishes a series of
maps in 1 :25,000, 1 :50,000, 1 :100,000, etc . Write for prices and map
number key using the address above . Ed.]
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AHPS Portraits

Richard H. Barton - Western Regional Director

Dick Barton in front of NOCOPEX '88 Grand Award William Tell Exhibit

At the not so subtle request of our beloved President, here is a
short biography . I started collecting stamps as a very young child,
and when I was 13, I started to specialize in Switzerland. Why
Swiss? Because they were all so pretty. They were the first multi-
colored stamps . When I went to college, my collecting interest died,
but I continued to get new issues from my local dealer.

My Swiss collection lay dormant for about 15 years . I was living
in Grande Prairie, Alberta Canada, when I dragged out my
collection one cold winter night (there were plenty of them), and
got hooked. I joined the local stamp club and my collection has
been a monetary black hole ever since.

Upon returning to the States, I met the then Treasurer of AHPS
at the Birmingham, Alabama stamp show . He told me about AHPS
and gave me a membership application . I've been a member ever
since . I entered my first show last year and I plan to start writing
for Tell this year.

I would like to meet some of the western region members at
ROMPEX this May. If you plan to attend, let me know so we can
get together.
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AHPS Portraits

James R. (Bud) Fahs - Vice President
I spent about ten years specializing in Zeppelin

flights and covers and gave talks to a number of
clubs in the Wilmington, Delaware area where I've
lived since 1960. I got tired of correcting ridicu-
lous errors in magazine articles -- even the Ency-
clopedia Britannica.

So now I'm buried in the backwoods of St.
Gallen which is my Swiss specialty . Even so, I've
had to recently correct an error about this area that
appeared in the N.Y. Times Travel Section.

I was raised in Fullerton CA and went to the University of
Michigan where I received a degree in Chemical Engineering in
1942 . From that point until my retirement in 1980, I was employed
by Du Pont which is what brought me eventually to Wilmington.

Vinal Grim - Auction Manager
I am a retiree from one of the large insurance companies in

Wisconsin where I spent most of the years involved in the data
processing operations in various capacities.

I first became active in stamp collecting in the early 1960s and
eventually became most interested in the field of Swiss stamps and
cancellations, particularly K and machine cancels.

After retirement in 1983, we moved to our home in Minocqua in
the north woods of Wisconsin . [Send me a photo, Vinal . Ed.]

Henry Ratz - President
[Since not everyone may have a 12/1982 issue of

Tell, I thought I'd reprint Henry's biography. The
photo is more recent showing Henry and I in the
same boat; Henry has the paddle . Ed.] I studied
in Biel, Bern, and Stuttgart ; worked in Paris,
London, Tokyo, New York, and Del Mar (San
Diego) . I have dual citizenship, but served in the
Swiss army as Lieutenant with the reconnaissance
troops.

I live with my wife Yvette and a few pets in the Mother Lode,
about 30 miles south of the original gold discovery site on "General"
Sutter 's property.

I collect Switzerland and Liechtenstein; but more as a generalist
with nothing in my possession worth exhibiting . In addition, I
collect France (do I miss that open air bourse in Paris), Israel,
Danzig, Berlin, Europa, and a few other minor areas.
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EDITOR'S COMMENT

	

Steven S . Weston

I have lots of odds and ends this month . Felix Ganz wrote that
while he was in Switzerland recently, he was able to buy a new
(1984) version of the Schweizerrisches Ortslexikon, which lists on its
347 pages all of the existing post offices and postal codes . It also
includes a large map . Those dedicated enough to pay sFr . 70, plus
postage, may order it from the publisher : Verlag C.J. Bucher GmbH,
München and Luzern. The book number is ISBN 3-7658-0403-7.

Henry Ratz has sent me a photocopy of some pages from a 38-
page booklet cataloging the postage meter markings used by United
Nations' organizations in Switzerland . It's titled, Freistempel der
UN-Sonderorganisationen in der Schweiz, and published by the
International Organization for UNO Philately . To order, send $4.00,
postpaid, to Charles Berg, Treasurer ; United Nations Philatelists;
4800 South Lake Park Avenue, Apt . 911 ; Chicago IL 60615 . Henry
says it's a "near perfect job!" and the only thing that beats the price
is membership in the AHPS.

I know that US collectors look down on meters. That may be
because ours are so boring -- after all just how many P-B Eagles
do you need? Swiss meters are different as these examples from
the SVP/ASCEP Journal show. The cutest one is on top with a
recipe!
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Speaking of bargains, I'll send a seven-page German-English
Philatelic Dictionary of over 700 entries to anyone who sends me
a SASE 9" x 12" envelope franked with 45c and $5 cash or check
payable to the AHPS. I'm printing the dictionary for free, so all of
your $5 goes to the AHPS.

Dan Gabathuler sent me the photocopy shown here of an
interesting variety he found recently in a kiloware mixture . He

writes, "As a confirmed stamp collector for over 60 years, I still
collect strictly for fun . . . . The right stamp of this pair has a vertical
line from top to bottom at the right side with the line intersecting
the numeral "0" and causing a blot in the center of the numeral.
The orange color of the line is identical with that of the rest of the
stamp design and the line has the raised appearance of engraving.
The pair is tied on piece with a cancellation from Chaux-de-Fonds
dated 18.8 .80 ." Are there any more of these out there?

Courvoisier, the Swiss firm that prints many of the Swiss and the
world's stamps has new ownership . Although exact percentages are
not known, ownership will be held by the Swiss PTT ; Mehmet T.
Kutluoglu, a Geneva businessman; Gilbert Hutin, Courvoisier's
managing director; and Marcel Levy-Courvoisier, a former director.

Michael Rutherfoord notes in the Helvetia Newsletter that the
new 75c postman definitive was issued because the inland parcel
rate is going from 50c to 75c per step on May 1st . Registration
goes to 150c and the express fee rises to sFr . 5 .- on the same date.
The Helvetia Newsletter is published by our sister society in the
United Kingdom on a monthly basis and provides much information
in its eight pages per issue such as recent articles about censor
covers (written by member Edmund Walton) and "P .P. Star" cancels.
For membership information, contact G . W. Hubbard, 8 Westcroft
Close, London NW2 2RX, England.

Our President wants me to start a Question & Answer feature in
Tell . The problem is that I can't answer many questions myself
(and those that know that ask someone else and, consequently, I
receive few questions in the mail). So . . . To those of you who
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receive a good question and provide an answer, please send me your
Q&As with illustrations . I won't publish the names of the ques-
tioners just in case someone 's worried about appearing ignorant.

It just happens
that someone (
unaware of my own
ignorance) sent me a
question which I
can't honestly
answer. So mem-
bers . . . Why was this
cover (photographic-
ally cropped)

franked with sFr. 3.10 in
postage? It's an air mail cover sent from Geneva to the Foreign
Editor of the Christian Science Monitor in Boston MA on November
30, 1945 . There are no back stamps or registry labels . The cover
appears to be non-philatelic, yet philatelically over-franked . If it was
philatelic, why add the 10c Chillon stamp? Or, were airmail rates
that high in 1945? If airmail rates are the answer, would someone
compile an airmail rates table for Tell?

Chuck LaBlonde sent me a recap of new cancels issued in 1988:

K Cancels (Total : 150)
Totally New

	

51

	

PLZ Change

	

90
PLZ & Pict . Change 3

	

Picture Change 6

K Related Cancels (Total: 7)
WHO (Geneva) 40th 1

	

Precursors

	

2
Interruptors

	

4

Special Cancels (Total : 66)
Swiss FDC

	

8

	

UNO FDC

	

5
Special Events

	

20

	

Auto PO

	

33

Machine Cancels (Total : 120)
Group 1

	

11

	

Group 2 .1

	

0
Group 2 .2

	

9

	

Group 3

	

7
Group 4 .1

	

35

	

Group 4 .2

	

20
Group 4 .3

	

5

	

Group 4 .4

	

5
Group 4 .5

	

13

	

Group 4 .6

	

15

"New K-cancels included the 8 .8 .88 in 8888 Heiligkreuz; and one
of the changed K-cancel pictures included the ever popular Ascona.
The seven K-related cancels are also included in the Special Cancels
total . Group 3 machine cancels promote localities and most of the
new issues in this group are a result of cities cleaning up their
image. Five new cancels for Group 4 .3, which mark special
conferences, is unusual for this small group.
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"The total of 336 is pretty astounding due to the big post code
(PLZ) cleanup which accounted for 90 cancels . For purposes of
comparison, there were 275 new cancel issues in 1987 . For those
who want new cancel issues by subscription, types K, A, and S can
be obtained from the PTT; and type M from the SVP."

Chuck also sent me this item some time ago and I've been
waiting for a chance to run it . With summer coming, this scene
will soon be repeated on the lakes of Switzerland (though the ship
may not be so crowded). The photo is of the SS Gallia during her
75th birthday cruise on Lake Luzern where she attained the
sensational speed of 31 .4 km/h. These ships are most impressive
inside and outside . The lounges are usually finished in mahogany
in an empire style popular when they were built.

A few years ago, I was given a complete
tour of the Vevey, a similar ship which plies
the waters of Lake Lèman . They are beauti-
ful and exciting under way . Most of the
larger ships have been converted to diesel
power and have restaurants aboard which
serve great meals in the lounge during the
summer months.

Collectors of ship post items are familiar
with the Gallia cachets which were made
famous by mailings from the ship . This, and similar cachets from
other ships form an interesting collection.

Our cover this month shows a delightful fantasy of the old
meeting the new as two postal conveyances pass each other along a
mountain pass road . With an eye toward upcoming summer
vacations in Switzerland, I thought this might get everyone into the
mood to travel.

Last issue's cover provoked a few responses concerning my
remarks about events in 1939 . One reader pointed out that the
crossbow used on the stamp symbolizes a made-in-Switzerland union
label . It does indeed . But of the various designs considered for this
issue, this one, with the crossbow, was certainly the most aggressive
design, which I think was a factor favoring its choice for the issue.
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Another reader raised objections to my reading of the Swiss
psyche through 50 years of hindsight . He says that, upon hearing
a high officer publicly warn the troops assembled in front of the
Lausanne Cathedral on August 1, 1939, that war would break out
within 30 days, he "was absolutely stunned . . . had lived in a world
of wishful thinking . . . was totally devastated by the sudden awareness
of the imminence of the coming disaster . . . and most certainly did
not find myself alone in this attitude ." His point was that since the
public was complacently unaware of the threat, that the design of
the stamp could not have been influenced by the threat.

I disagree . The Swiss Army and the Federal Government had
begun to prepare for the eventual hostilities many months before.
That some of the Swiss public were living in a world of wishful
thinking while the government was actively preparing for the
country's defense and sending strong signals of "Don't Tread On Me"
is not surprising.

Citizens of non-aggressor nations are always the last to know; a
fact paralleled by the US experience in 1941 . For example, our
"National Defense" issue (Sc . 899-901) was released in October 1940
yet the public remained unconcerned until December 7, 1941.

The point is that stamps are historical artifacts from which one
can glean a great deal of history, including insights into the minds
and psyche of the nameless people behind the scenes making small
choices, such as a stamp design, which foretell the larger choices
and resolves to come later.

Finally, I'd like to share a delightful cancellation prepared by the
Mt. Nittany Philatelic Society to mark the UPU Congress in
Washington, DC and sent to me by member Ernest Bergman. It's
one of the best uses of the "E for Earth" stamp I've seen.

It seems that my exhortations for new articles in Tell is starting
to be heard by some of you. Please write an article or a letter for
me. Tell is much more interesting when everyone contributes.
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Saya Kind Word for

SEHENSWÜRDIGKEIT
Sorter Rainey

On occasion, the American television networks feel obliged to
focus on something other than grim disasters, geopolitics, gunplay
(public and private), giddy gossip and girlskin . One pleasant change
that fills time is the travelogue called On the Road with Charles
Kuralt as bus navigator and tale spinner . The idea of the program
is to show people and places worth a second look away from
Megalopolis, USA.

The search for seeing-worthiness is probably what prompted the
PTT also to choose off-the-beaten-path subjects for the Tourism
issues in 1987 . Far too many visitors to Switzerland have been
whisked through Geneva, Lucerne, Bern, Zürich and Interlaken to
be in the most places in the least time . It is likely, also, that
resident Swiss have neglected to search out less-accessible spots of
historic, artistic, or religious interest . Perhaps you can't blame some
for saying, "Mister, when you've seen one mountain, you've seen
'em all!"

Figure 1
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Figure 2

A hilltop church in Val Blenio (southeast corner of Switzerland,
Cantone Ticino) serves as the motif for Zumstein #753, the 80c
value in the Tourism set . But the church exterior could not be an
attraction strong enough to bring many visitors from afar . Churches
dating back to the 11th Century are no rarity in the southern Alps.
So it must be the beautifully preserved interior that makes the
church near Prugiasco worth a visit by appreciators of mural art.
Evidently some people make a trip from Japan, because a post card
identifying the location has syllabic characters that would come close
to sounding like "su ee su" or Suisse (Fig . 2). The Prugiasco K-
cancel #1127 was put into use on the first day of the Tourism set.

Few dots on the map are smaller than the one for Negrentino,
the name of the place where the Chiesa di San Carlo stands . Figure
1 is a montage of views in and outside of the church . A critical
eye would judge the paintings to be of different historic periods.

Lugano is the nearest base point for travelers, and a major
highway construction reaches about half the distance to the Val
Blenio. Anyone who wants to feel the pulse of the communities in
the valley is reminded that the Swiss postal service operates motor
coaches carrying leisure-schedule passengers.
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Screen Flaws on Swiss Stamps : 1940-1950
Heinz G. Lippman

Editor's Note : Some of these flaws have been recorded in the Specialized Zumstein
Catalog, but this matter has been explained in much more detail in the Spezi
Booklets No . 1-4 . Since the Spezi Booklets have only been published in German,
this information has not been readily available to English speaking collectors . The
publishers of the Spezi Booklets have kindly granted Mr . Lippman permission to
translate portions of this material for publication in Tell . The Spezi Booklets, written
by P . Meier and T . Diggelmann are inexpensive and still available from the publisher:
Briefmarken zum Bäumhlin AG ; Freie Strasse 93 ; CH-4001 Basel Switzerland . The
material presented here is protected by multiple copyrights.

The Spezi Booklets not only deal with screen flaws but also with
a number of other varieties such as plate faults, colorless and
colored spots, strokes, light and dark areas, plate wear, retouches,
etc . In this article we will only give details about the constant
screen flaws (etching faults) of the photogravure issues of Cour-
voisier between 1940 and 1950 . These are scratches which show on
various stamps which were caused by damage to the glass etching
screen used in the photogravure printing process.

When we are talking about screen flaws, we mean a number of
deviations from the normal which are repeated again and again.
These are caused by larger or smaller faults in the preparation of
the printing cylinder. We are not concerned in this article with any
chance varieties. [A description of the preparation of a photo-
gravure printing cylinder may be found on Page 91 . Ed .]

Shortly after the beginning of the Second World War, the etching
screen, which was made of glass, was damaged . The screen was
damaged, due to insufficient care, by hard particles, probably metal
or glass splinters, when cleaned or during caretaking.

It is interesting to note that all these screen flaws appear at the
same time. While the photoengraved printings of 1939 do not show
any of these screen flaws, the Pro Patria stamps issued in March
1940 show all of the flaws discussed in this article as well as others
not yet sufficiently studied to write about in detail . One can
therefore assume that all the damage to the glass etching screen
occurred within a short time span.

In the course of the next 11 years until a new plate was obtained,
almost no new flaws of this kind developed. The printer must have
noticed the damage very early and taken greater care from then
onwards . The plate, which was manufactured abroad, could not be
replaced 'during the 11 years of service due to war and post-war
conditions . [The screen was essential because it provided the tiny
dots that the doctor blade "rides" upon in the "solid" inked areas of
a stamp . Ed.] In the meantime, these flaws have given us an
interesting study . At a fairly late date, the printer seems to have
endeavored to hide the faults where possible . For example, PP 43,
44, and 45 each show the screen fault "S" but fault "Y", which
should be nearby, must have been hidden in the stamps' designs.
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The authors of the Spezi Booklets have definitely established that
only one screen plate was in use at the printer when the damage
occurred. This plate was rectangular and could only be pushed into
two positions when used in the printing process . Its overall size was
620 x 480 mm. The screen had a clear border and the size of the
screen pattern area measured 590 x 450 mm . It has been established
that the flaws were on the screen in the following positions:
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After the damage occurred, several fine scratches remained
permanently on this plate. They show up in the printing as colorless
fine lines. As each color of a stamp design must be screened
separately, the flaws can appear on the sheets several times . The
eight major types of flaws have been named by the Spezi authors
according to their suggestive shapes: Y-shaped, Streak-shaped,
Halo, Banana, Snake, Morse-O, Morse-B, and Bean.

Most of the Y-shaped flaws are recognized by Zumstein in their
catalog . Zumstein lists only one Streak-shaped example : Pro
Juventute 111/Pf.1. This and the Y-shaped flaw are not far from
each other, about 45mm . They rarely appear on the same stamp but
are frequently found on adjoining stamps . Zumstein mentions the
Halo-shaped flaw on Pro Patria 6/Pf .1 as "colorless dotted lines on
both sides of head."

The following table lists abbreviations used in this article . The
last eight abbreviations, Y-H, are used by Briefmarken Auf der
Maur, Bern ; when describing these flaws.

Abbreviations
AS Coordinates according to variety detector grid (Abarten-

sucher) ; see page 16 of Zumstein Specialized Catalog.
FM Ordinary postage stamps
FP Airmail stamps
PF Plate flaw
PJ

	

Pro Juventute stamps
PP Pro Patria stamps
RF Screen flaw
Z

	

Zumstein Spezialkatalog Schweiz ; 1962 Edition
ZA Stamps with surtax
Y

	

Y-shaped screen flaw (Y-förmiger)
S

	

Streak-shaped screen flaw (Strich)
G Halo-shaped screen flaw (Glorienschein)
C

	

Banana-shaped screen flaw (Chiquita Banane)
W Snake-shaped screen flaw (Schlange; "W" looks like a snake)
q Morse-O screen flaw (shape suggests morse code "O")
B

	

Morse-B screen flaw (shape suggests morse code "B")
H Bean-shaped screen flaw (Haricot)

(to be continued)
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Photogravure Cylinder Production Steven S . Weston

Not all of us may be familiar with the photogravure printing
process and how the screen faults described in the Spezi Booklets
were reproduced as constant varieties on so many stamp issues . The
information presented here is drawn from member Edward Duliba's
translation of Spezi's description of the process and from The Focal
Encyclopedia of Photography (McGraw-Hill ; 1970) . I've tried to
reduce this very complicated process to something most of us can
understand without getting caught in technical thickets.

Once a stamp design has been finished by the artist, the
photographer takes over to perform the first step of the photo-
mechanical process of photogravure stamp production. (This
printing process is called aetztiefdruck in German and héliogravure
in French .) Using a large process camera, a photographic slide of
the artist's rendering is produced in original or enlarged size.

After careful and controlled development, the slide is given to
the retoucher who examines the result through his magnifying glass
and makes the changes needed to produce a flawless slide.

Using a special camera again, the slide is reproduced in reduced
size onto what are called diapositive plates . The stamp design is
reproduced numerous times on these plates forming the rows and
columns necessary to produce sheets of 25, 50 or more stamps.
Several of these plates are produced, one for each of the colors to
be printed; therefore, each of these plates represents only its
portion, or color, of the original design . As part of the diapositive
process, the design is reproduced as an array of dots of varying size
which results in what is called a half-tone copy . The backing of
the diapositive plate is removed leaving a diapositive film.

The following steps will transfer the diapositive image to the
printing cylinder . First, a sheet of paper is covered with a thin
coating of gelatin which is then sensitized to light . This paper is
called the pigment paper . Under a strong light, the glass photo-
gravure screen, flaws and all, is exposed onto the pigment paper.
The strong light hardens the gelatin in a pattern reproducing the
glass screen . Next, the half-tone copy is also exposed onto the
pigment paper hardening the gelatin in its image.

The gelatin coating is then transferred from the paper onto the
copper plated printing cylinder. The gelatin coated cylinder is then
processed in a liquid developing solution which washes away the
gelatin that was not hardened by its exposure to strong light, leaving
a gelatin coating of varying depth corresponding to eventual inking.

The cylinder is then processed in an acid solution which etches
the copper . The thickness of the gelatin coating determines the
extent of the etching so that the copper is etched either more or less
deeply . The depth of the etching determines the amount of ink that
will eventually be transferred from the cylinder to the stamp paper
during the printing process.
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AHPS MAIL AUCTION

Auction #83 has less lots, but lots that we hope will be of interest . We need more
material for future auctions . Please do not submit material that has defects, even
minor defects ; they just don't sell . Values are from Zumstein and Amateur Collector
Catalogs or estimated retail unless otherwise stated ; 1 SFr = $ .64 . The closing date
is June 12, 1989 . Submit bids to : Vinai Grim, PO Box 674, Minocqua WI 54548.
Please note the new Auction Manager and address!

Lot Description
1 2L2 (Z 5) Used Canton Geneva 5c yellow green, Small Eagle,

red rosette cancel . Rellstab cert . : "Partly cut in (at right),
otherwise good margins, neatly canceled ; tears at top and right,
vertical crease;" signed Kimmel BPP . Cat . $2800 .00 ; est	 $7/900 .00

2 36 (Z 22G) Used 4FL, 1 plus WM ; almost SON Winterthur
10 Feb 62 ; est	 $ 15/20 .00

3 40 (Z 26G) Used 4FL, 2 WM ; very light SON St . Gallen	 $51 .00
4 44 (Z 31a) Unused, hinged, with parts of original gum.

Outstanding centering and fresh color . Rellstab cert . stresses
the excellent perforations	 $288 .00

5 73 (Z 61A/A11) Unused, hinged, F, with very rare colored margin.
Perfs reinforced with hinge ; est	 $100/125 .00

6 76 (Z 64Ab) Unused, hinged, some gum disturbance, F/VF	 $70 .00
7 B2 (Z WI 2) Used, VF centering, very nice corner cds 	 $5 .50
8 B3 (Z WI 3) Used, VF, 2 corner cds	 $65 .00
9 B4/6 (Z WI 4/6) Unused ; 4 & 6 VLH, 5 Mint NH	 $150 .00

SOUVENIR SHEETS - SOUVENIR SHEETS

10 428 (Z WIII 40) Mint NH	 $11 .00
11 B132 (Z WIII 18) Mint NH	 $57 .50
12 B206 (Z WIII 32) Unused LH	 $253 .50
13 B297 (Z WII 102) Mint NH	 $57 .50

ERRORS - ERRORS

14 292 (Z 261w) Unused LH, B/4 one with "open eye" retouch (Rl)	 $280 .00
15 B10 (Z WI 102) Unused hinge remnant, VF Pf2 "smeared mouth" error $29 .00
16 C29 (Z F 29) Used VF, light cds . "White roof" variety	 $27 .50
17 (Z K33z1) Unused VLH, VF; pair, one w/ complete double print 	 $140 .00

LIECHTENSTEIN - LIECHTENSTEIN

18 111/13 (Z 101/3) Unused VLH, F/VF	 $115 .00
19 171 (Z 150) Mint NH, F/VF	 $120.00
20 274/6 (Z 263/5) Mint NH, VF	 $83 .00
21 B7/10 (Z W 7/10) Unused LH, VF	 $109 .00
22 B14 (Z W 14) Mint NH SS; very nice	 $48 .00

PRICES REALIZED

	$ Catalog/Est
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Lot Description

	

$ Catalog/Est

MISCELLANEOUS - MISCELLANEOUS

23 C43/4 (Z F 43/4) Mint NH, VF	 $77 .00
24 C2 (Z F 2) Unused LH, VF ; small natural inclusion on rear ; tiny

scuffed spot on front ; tiny thin	 $77 .00
25 J18 (Z P 20A) Used, F; K type (inverted) ; signed C .B	 $70 .00
26 Six mint "Verge Paper" ; 243V, 245V, 247V, 249V-251V ; VF	 $107 .50
27 406/9 (Z 381/4) FDC, cachet, unaddressed ; excellent condition . . . . $208 .00
28 1987 Amateur Collector Catalogue w/ 1988 Supplement;

excellent condition ; est	 $6/7 .00
29 1987/88 Zumstein Catalog, soft cover, spiral bound;

excellent condition ; est	 $7/8 .00

PRICES REALIZED

Results of the 1988 AHPS Election
(Elected candidates indicated with "*")

President
Henry Ratz* 237 Abstain

	

1

Vice President
James Fahs* 228 Felix Ganz

	

1
Harlan Stone 1 Frank Young

	

1

Secretary
Richard Hall* 238

Abstain

	

1

Treasurer
Frank Young* 234

Regional Director, East
Henry Gitner* 224 Rudy Schaelchli

	

1
Harlan Stone 1 Abstain

	

1
"No"

	

1

Felix Ganz

	

1
Regional Director, Central

Wm . R. Lucas*

	

222

Regional Director, West
Richard Barton* 223 Ed Chalfant

	

1
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Sales Circuit Notes

Five nice circuits were posted between January 1 and today
(March 5th). There are presently eight active circuits with three
more planned for March/April.

Catalogs .

	

There has been considerable discussion in the
philatelic press about the recent changes in catalog prices made by
Scott . Many collectors who are seriously interested in Swiss
philately use either Zumstein or Amateur Collector catalogs, both of
which appear to have a tighter grip on current market prices for
Swiss stamps than does Scott . In addition, each of these catalogs
contains information on varieties, prices for stamps on cover, FD
covers, se-tenants and tête-bêche, prices for mint never hinged as
well as mint hinged stamps, and much more not treated in Scott.

Zumstein pictures every stamp in generally reliable color and is
published in French/German (quite manageable even for people not
conversant in those languages) with prices in Swiss Francs . The
ACL catalog is published in English, priced in US dollars, and
pictures many stamps in black and white . Zumstein includes
Liechtenstein, ACL does not . If you trade, buy, sell or bid at
auction for Swiss material, at least one of these catalogs is essential.

Members Not Signed Up For Circuits : If you buy Swiss material,
you're missing an opportunity to add quality stamps and covers to
your collection at very reasonable prices . Our circuits are special-
ized, usually containing only one or two of the 41 different
categories of Swiss philately listed on the circuit participation form.
If you wish to sign up, send your request for a circuit participation
form along with a SASE and I'll respond by return mail.

Sellers (and Potential Sellers) : We can use all categories except
Pro Juventute and Pro Patria stamps and post 1960 FDCs . Especial-
ly needed is good material on cover.

You don't need hundreds of stamps in one category to sell them
in the circuits . While books containing only one category are
encouraged, mixed books are also welcome. Books are made for
singles or for sets/covers in large or small sizes . Large singles books
accommodate 192 stamps. Large set/cover books accommodate 64
sets or up to 32 covers . Small books have half the capacity . Prices
are 75c large, 40c small, $1 .50 minimum order, postpaid . Large
books with a net sale value of $50 or more ($25 for small books) do
not have to be complete (one or more pages can be removed to
reduce circuit postage cost) . Books not meeting the minimum sale
value must be completely filled.

Only 12% of sales, or $1 for large books, 50c for small books,
whichever is greater, will be retained as commission . Convert your
unwanted material and duplicates into cash . If you haven't sold
through the circuits before, I'll send you complete rules for sellers
with your first order for sales books.

Emil L. Tobler, AHPS Sales, PO Box 26, Bradford RI 02808
Telephone: 401-377-2238 (evenings are best)
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Swiss Meter Labels: Private Stamps or What?
Henry Ratz

The construction concept of all available meter franking machines
in use in Switzerland does not allow for the application of a meter
imprint on thick letter-mail items or parcels. (There may be some
exceptions at today's fully-automated parcel acceptance booths, but
these would not be part of this study.) As a result of such
operational limitations, the PTT in 1924 had already authorized users
and vendors of these machines to produce individual company-
oriented meter labels. At first, they were allowed to be used
exclusively on mail within Switzerland's borders, but were authoriz-
ed for use on foreign destination mail as well in 1926.

Postal rules governing the use, size, and inscriptions of these
labels, or "private stamps" as they were sometimes called, were
numerous from their inception . They were also frequently amended
and expanded, but above all, they were often ignored by customers
and not vigorously enforced by the postal authorities . Early label
design rules, for instance, required that the label be framed and
include a dotted circle to designate a precise area where postal
clerks would apply the cancellation strike--another one of those
zealous bureaucratic attempts to create the perfect white elephant.
More latitude was extended as to size and color . The only other
serious restrictions applied to labels to be used for mail with a
declared value . The lack of size restrictions created a flood of
different formats from the outset with sizes ranging from 36x35 mm
to a very popular 150x34 mm used today . That's quite a range
which adds considerable variety and spice to any collection.

In later years, significant progress was made toward standardizing
the size of labels . As a result, we can classify most Swiss meter
labels into three major categories:

1. The non-standard sizes which are no longer in use today.

2. The standard format labels, first prescribed by the PTT in
1926 to be 40x34 mm, a size sufficient for the oval and small
rectangular meter clichées . With the introduction of the larger
rectangular value tablets, a larger label, 45x40 mm was introduced
around 1940. This size has since been modified to a more practical
40x40 mm.

All of the labels in the two categories above were produced with
water soluble adhesive backs. These two categories can be further
classified with the following distinctions : with or without frame;
with or without address ; perforated or rouletted vertically; perfora-
ted horizontally as well as vertically ; die-cut only.

3. The third, and by far largest, category encompasses most of
the recent self-adhesive types, of which there are three major
subcategories:
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(a) Preprinted and die-cut self-adhesive labels mounted on a slick
endless roll of backing material (as supplied from the manufacturers
Hasler and Frama, for example).

(b) Endless blank ribbon, with a security surface print, that can
be cut to any length depending upon the width of the meter imprint
(as supplied from Pitney-Bowes, or Adrema, as the company is
known in Switzerland).

(c) Endless preprinted ribbons with staggered address or logo
imprints (to guarantee that at least one complete address or logo
regardless of where the strip is cut) . These had a water-soluble
adhesive backing and are no longer in use today (supplied by Hasler
and Universal).

We can further break this category down using the following
criteria : size; with or without security background imprint ; frame
line thickness and frame corner design ; and inks, regular or
fluorescent, used for the security imprint and meter imprint.

As to ink types, keep in mind that most business mail franked
with meter machines still needs to be canceled and therefore
requires some kind of tagging to properly face the pieces in the
automatic cancelers . Bulk mail, including the newer category of
slow bulk mail designated by the open star symbol, does not require
fluorescence.

Admittedly, the list of labels available can be a bit confusing to
a beginner and I would not want to present their whole universe to
you here. But I will show you a few typical examples of the
various types . If and when you encounter them at bourses or in
auction catalogs, at least you don't have to stare at them as total
strangers, or worse, believe the dealer who says that they are rare
and overpay for them (95% of all labels on the market are quite
common; it's the other 5% that are tough to find).

If anyone wants to get a little more involved, a catalog of meter
impressions is a must . For addresses, I will refer you to my article
about philatelic reference material in Tell, January 1989, page 18.

If you have anything that does not look like any of the examples
shown here, and you want to know more about it, send it, or a good
photocopy, to me with a SASE and I will try to add to your
knowledge if I can.

Non-Standard Specimens
Black frame
and address;
cut on four
sides, no per-
forations.
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Dark blue frame (most
prevalent color among
early ones) with dotted
circle, plus inscription
"date cancel" in German
(top) and French (bottom),
the latter rather difficult
to find anywhere . Rou-
letted vertically.

At right: Dark brown frame;
trimmed, no perfs; with double
dotted circles enclosing the
word "Postaufgabestempel ." No
French or Italian versions are
known.

Below: Dark blue framed PO
box number; steel-rule perfed
(during printing pass ; dotted
half-circle for cds position.

Above: Someone is using up old labels here, or labels that were
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never designed for meter machine use, as they barely fit the old
oval imprint size and are definitely too small for either the
rectangular clichée or their company logo ; frame is green, a good
contrast with the red meter imprint.

Standard Formats

Some representative examples of the 40x34 mm size (above) and a
pretty cover (below) from the PTT's Philatelic Office with correct
rate for 30 gr . and registry . Two labels were used because early
meters could only handle a certain fixed number of rates.
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Above: An interesting application of a 40x40 mm label strip . More
40x40 mm samples are shown below.

Right: One label with address, the other with-
out. Below: A most striking example ; red
printing on cream stock.

Below: Labels from two different machine types, same company,
same user . One is self-adhesive and the other regular, water-soluble
adhesive (right).

Note : all of these illustrations, except the last one on Page 102, are reproduced here
at 77% of original size.
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Endless and Self-Adhesive

Above: Three examples of endless preprinted label strips . The top
and bottom inscriptions are staggered so cuts still leave one full
name intact. All three are with various color imprints and are on
regular adhesive paper.

Above: A P-B Adrema label strip ; cutoff is
set according to the width of the imprint.
The paper is supplied by Pitney-Bowes in
large rolls of white, rose or yellow paper
with one of the three major security over-
prints (at right) in a similar color (can best
be seen with a UV light).
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Below: All done on meters ; the large one showing the open star and
citing the law allowing a lower rate for slower delivery.

Above and right: Two labels from different
machine types, both with strong security
backgrounds in yellow . Safety is really not
an issue; marketing and manufacturer recog-
nition seems to be the driving force.

Below: your tax dollars at work on the same
label as above with a very weak background.
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Here are a few examples of operational uses . There's no doubt that
they are handy little devices that can be used like stamps by
employees while being immune to pilferage . They also offer the
opportunity of covering up mail room mistakes, as shown below:
underneath that label is a second meter imprint of the wrong rate.

Above: A practical approach -- a mail room clerk runs all the mail
through at the same setting and takes a bunch of different value
labels with him to the PO for special frankings like this R-letter to
Germany -- saves brain power.

Above: Another frequent MO practiced with postage due letters --
the mail room clerk carries a bunch of labels to pay for incoming
underfranked mail . Some companies even leave a stack of them on
deposit at the PO for this purpose -- cashless society.
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Modern Rarities

	

Charles J . LaBlonde

It's always fun to search dealer's stock-boxes for undiscovered
Double Geneva's on and off cover, but a less frustrating pastime is
the search for modern rarities . Many things can cause a modern
rare item--sometimes just a simple mistake.

For example, the PTT Amtsblatt of 28 December 1987 announced
machine cancel 4 .1 .917, starting 1 February 1988 in Lausanne 1Expédition:

The cancel showed that the Home & Garden show would take
place in Lausanne from 27 February to 6 March 1988 . Only one
small problem: the show was actually scheduled for 20-28 February
1988. This postage meter imprint shows the correct dates:

Covers posted on 1 February in 1000 Lausanne 1 all got the
incorrect cancel, as shown here:

The problem was rapidly discovered ; at around 10 a .m. on 2
February, the cancel was taken out of service . It was replaced by
the cancel "Lausanne, Tourisme - Vacances - Congres" . The new
issue service of the Swiss Cancel Collectors Club (SVP/ASCEP)
delivered this modern rarity to their subscribers.
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Some other modern rarities were created by the great 1988 postal
code change . K-cancels in use for a year or less were replaced.
Some examples:

K 1112

	

K 1123
July 1987 - May 1988

	

Aug. 1987 - May 1988
K 1125

Sept . 1987 - May 1988

Many of the postal code changes involved small towns with low
mail volume . It appears that Sitterdorf holds the modern short life
record: 4 Sept. 1987 to 30 May 1988 . Again the SVP new issue
service delivered the old cancels and the PTT new issue service
delivered the new ones . Happy hunting!

New Members

2333 Charles Mann, Oregon

Dropped For Non-Payment of Dues

1706 A . E. Arnosti 1536 John B. Ballard
2128 Peter F . Baranay 1625 Donald J . Brugger, M .D.
2151 Karlheinz Brunner 2287 Lee Dark
2307 Donald L. Edgar 1693 Louis F. Freitag
1799 Edward A . Friedman 2291 Theodore Furst
1951 L. J. L. Gooij 2265 Lester W. Hall
2266 John E. Hogan 2294 Todd Honig
2203 Walter P. S. Huber 1612 Myron Jacobs
2153 Helmuth Knapp 2253 Lawrence Laliberte
2272 William Lee 1203 Ronald D. Lowden, Jr.
2148 Carl F . Megelin 2070 James E . Miller
2258 Nyle C. Monday 1239 F. C . Nachtigal
1900 Mark J . Nearman 1248 Kenneth Offill
2184 Arthur E. Rikli, M.D. 1316 William H. Spillman
1553 John W. Thummel 2311 Donald E . VanCurler
1581 Renee B . Vauthy 2192 Thomas R . Wesolowski
2270 Robert Woesner 2250 Jerry Zimowske
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Zeigler Varieties

	

Bob Zeigler

Flowers and Flaws

The Pro Juventute flower sets of 1943 to 1949 are much
appreciated for their beauty . If you compare these stamps to
United States issues of the same period, there is simply no competi-
tion for beauty of design and execution.

Even these beauties have their little flaws, however . One stamp
of this series that has more than its share is the Lady Slipper Orchid
of 1943, the 20c+5c issue (Zum. WI 107) . Zumstein's latest
specialized (1982) lists only a few of the many flaws that may be
found on this issue . The fade-out of "H . FISCHER" (Abart 9), a y-
shaped ghost-flaw just to the right of the right flower petal (Pf . 1)
(Fig . 1), and two types of dot-flaws (Pf . 2) (Figs. 2 & 3) are all that
Zumstein has recognized so far.

Spezi by Meier and Diggelmann describes a "Morse B" flaw over
the "2" (Fig . 4) plus the "Halo" and "Banana" flaws. This does not
exhaust the possibilities.

I've found a wedge-shaped flaw in the dark red between the "H"
and "E" . In the absence of the dark red, the pink underprint,
complete with screen network, shows through (Fig . 5). Another
similar flaw is found in the largest leaf on the right and once again
the underlying pink color shows through (Fig . 6).

I've seen some minor misregistration of the dark red color on
this stamp (Fig . 7), but my favorite is from the 20c+5c issue of
1945 (Zum . WI 115) . This copy (Fig. 8) shows the pink moved up
about 1mm in relation to the dark red and the yellow center of the
flower is off nearly a full millimeter in relation to the dark red--
a real messed-up posy!

As always, your comments and questions are welcome.
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Zug Flag

	

Thomas Galliker
Translated from Der Aushang #12 by Charles J . LaBlonde.

One of the more interesting city publicity machine cancels is
#3 .31 for Zug. There are four varieties of the cancel shown very
nicely here in figures prepared by Armin Hess for the SVP Bulletin
9/1988. Note the size variations as well as the small changes in the
representation of the tower. The saga of this cancel is now history
as it was replaced by cancel #3 .275 on October 1, 1988.
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National Convention Approaches

AHPS begins the second half-century of organized Swiss philately
in the United States at its national convention at INDYPEX September
15, 16, and 17, 1989 in Indianapolis, Indiana. All members are
encourage to attend . Indianapolis is centrally located and easy to
reach from much of the country.

All members are strongly encouraged to consider exhibiting.
INDYPEX prospectuses are available now from Bob Zeigler, 9122
Behner Brook Court, Indianapolis, Indiana 46250 . Exhibit fees are
$6.00 per 16-page Ameripex-type frame for adults and $2 .00 per
frame for juniors . Please reserve your space to exhibit early as
exhibit space may fill up soon . The deadline to enter is July 1,
1989 (or earlier, if all frames are filled).

A strong effort is being made to insure that dealers attending
will bring Swiss and Liechtenstein material . The bourse will include
around 45 dealers.

Numerous programs and activities are planned in connection with
the AHPS national meeting . If you would like to participate as a
speaker, please contact Bob Zeigler as soon as possible.

Hotel reservations may also be arranged through Bob Zeigler . A
special convention rate has been obtained at the local Embassy Suites
Hotel, just two blocks from the show site at the Indiana Convention
Center.

Postmarks
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